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400 High School Students Attend Science Day Program

More than 400 junior and senior high school students were participating in the annual high school Science Day program which was held last Saturday at Bowling Green State University recently.

Entries were presented in physics, mathematics, chemistry, and biology. Three types of entries were submitted: exhibited, demonstrated, and written reports.

More than three hundred of the entries were exhibited. They consisted of projects which had been made by students working as individuals or in groups. The exhibits were judged during the demonstration period. A number of manuscript entries were submitted by the contestants. Dr. Clare Martin, chemistry; Dr. G. C. Otis, general science; Dr. Douglas Cloos, physics; and Dr. C. H. Otis, general science, judged the exhibits.

A number of manuscripts of two or three students, with oral presentations, were submitted. A number of manuscripts were submitted by the contestants. Dr. Clare Martin, chemistry; Dr. G. C. Otis, general science; Dr. Douglas Cloos, physics; and Dr. C. H. Otis, general science, judged the exhibits.

C. H. Otis, general science; and Dr. Douglas Cloos, physics, will be the judges in the demonstration period.

The wire of the delegates will have a hometown at the Nor- therly University Sunday, April 23 and 24. The Rotary Convention is the first of its kind to be held in Bowling Green since 1917 and must be expeditiously arrived at delegate afternoon, coming as delegates from across the country.

The wire of the delegates will have a hometown at the Nor- therly University Sunday, April 23 and 24. The Rotary Convention is the first of its kind to be held in Bowling Green since 1917 and must be expeditiously arrived at delegate afternoon, coming as delegates from across the country.

Members of the Rotary Club of Northern Ohio are expected. The wire of the delegates will have a hometown at the Nor- therly University Sunday, April 23 and 24. The Rotary Convention is the first of its kind to be held in Bowling Green since 1917 and must be expeditiously arrived at delegate afternoon, coming as delegates from across the country.

Keys to several of the contestants were presented by the contestants. Dr. Clare Martin, chemistry; Dr. G. C. Otis, general science; Dr. Douglas Cloos, physics; and Dr. C. H. Otis, general science, judged the exhibits.
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Welcome, Rolarians... Let us have it out with our special gripes, whether they be real or imagined. It is so much easier to air a grievance than to do anything constructive to remedy it. Now is the time to rid ourselves of our pet grips. Now is the time to aim at real, constructive solutions to our problems.

Fielding Hunter, III, HLA, USMC. It's a magnificent little figure, in my opinion. It's not as much a result of his being tall and strong, but of his being a natural leader. In fact, I can hardly imagine what would have happened without him. In his absence, all the other vital men are definitely at a disadvantage. And even more, his presence made every man realize that he was the only man who could have saved us. He was the only man who could have led us to victory.

The first thing I can remember is the battleship's blazing its way down through the sea. I remember the nourishment we were given and the medical staff who cared for us. And I remember my family, and it was a bond that we formed. I remember that the United States had taken me in and made me a member of the family. Every man that came in, received the same treatment that I had received. I remember how much the battleship contributed to the war effort. And I realize now that I was a part of something much greater than myself.

Excitement preceded the day that they told me I was going to be a father. I was asked to be a father. I was already a father, I had a son, and I was determined to be a good father. I was not going to be like my father, I was going to be a better father. I was going to be a better father than my father. I was going to be a better father than my father.

The two years of college we spent as a group was a time of brotherhood and sports. We were able to enjoy ourselves and laugh at things that were not worth laughing at. The two years of college we spent as a group was a time of freedom and sports. We were able to enjoy ourselves and laugh at things that were not worth laughing at.

The years have passed, but the memories of those days will never be forgotten. I remember the days of camaraderie and sports. I remember the days of freedom and sports. I remember the days of brotherhood and sports. I remember the days of fellowship and sports. I remember the days of brotherhood and sports. I remember the days of fellowship and sports. I remember the days of brotherhood and sports.

I remember the days of camaraderie and sports. I remember the days of freedom and sports. I remember the days of brotherhood and sports. I remember the days of fellowship and sports. I remember the days of brotherhood and sports. I remember the days of fellowship and sports. I remember the days of brotherhood and sports.

I remember the days of camaraderie and sports. I remember the days of freedom and sports. I remember the days of brotherhood and sports. I remember the days of fellowship and sports. I remember the days of brotherhood and sports. I remember the days of fellowship and sports. I remember the days of brotherhood and sports.

The years have passed, but the memories of those days will never be forgotten. I remember the days of camaraderie and sports. I remember the days of freedom and sports. I remember the days of brotherhood and sports. I remember the days of fellowship and sports. I remember the days of brotherhood and sports. I remember the days of fellowship and sports. I remember the days of brotherhood and sports.

I welcome, Rolarians... Let us have it out with our special gripes, whether they be real or imagined. It is so much easier to air a grievance than to do anything constructive to remedy it. Now is the time to rid ourselves of our pet grips. Now is the time to aim at real, constructive solutions to our problems.
Marine Track Team Beats Navy 55-45 In 2-Day Meet

The keen rivalry between the Marine and Navy Units on the campus was more in evidence last week at the Marine Field (in a not so comfortable setting). At the end of Wednesday’s session the meet was tied up 55-45. On Thursday the Marines got up a 40-point lead after capturing all three places in the low hurdles. However, the meet was won by the Navy... 

Women’s Big Win Tourney

The Women’s Bowling Tourney concludes today at 3:30 p.m. on the field. The Navy and the University Squads meet for the third time this season, and the winning squad will be determined on the basis of the best two out of three matches. The Navy Squad has won the last two meetings, and last year the University Squad won the Tourney. 

Baseball Team Works Out

With favorable weather conditions last week, the Amateur Athletic Association of the University of Kansas Athletic Association arranged for a double-header between the Kansas University baseball squad and the University of Michigan. The former was defeated by the latter in the first game, 3-0, and in the second game the Michigan team also defeated the K.U. team, 5-4. Practice was begun by the Michigan team with their own double-header, and proper games were organized. After the pictures and activities were sent to the students to warm up with, while umpires and outfielders were sent out to tag fly balls, digging slugs and eyeing the legs of the first basemen. The next part of practice was to consist of the conversation between the pitching coach and the catcher. Later practice pitchers while such checks were being made on the field. Infielders were then organized and planned, so as to be in position to hold infielid practice.

The Daily Pig-

Let us fit your Corfou

in a new style

MONTY'S

Give Garments Long

or Life... Better Wear

For your every drug store need

Centrec Drug Store

Walgreen Agency

108 N. Main St.

For your every drug store need

Hannkey Lumber & Building Co.

"Fifty Years of Service"

Lumber, Roofing, Builder’s Hardware

120 W. 11th St.

PHONE 2811

Dill’s Shell Service Station

PHONE 911

LOOK AHEAD

When driving anti-freeze, keep in mind that the cooling system is as vital to the engine as the oil is to the engine. Always check it.

The food is good

KAY-ANN

Beauty Shop

BEAUTY

FOR YOUR

INDEPENDENCE DAY

EVE

Harvey’s

Buy your Paper from Harvey’s

M'Dowell Memorial Trophy is At Stake in Intramurals

The McDowell Memorial Trophy will be at stake next week when the V-12 program regroups from summer quarters. This trophy has been awarded to the winning team of the V-12 program on the basis of a total of five points, won during the spring and fall programs. At the end of the spring season the entire meet will have another number up on the trophy. At the end of the V-12 program the trophy will be awarded to the team which won the most points during the spring and fall programs. The trophy is in the name of Mr. and Mrs. M. McDowell of Castor, Ohio.

At the present time Company 14 of the Marine V-12 program is the leading squad, having won the first place at the University of Kansas and the second place at Company 14 at Fort Riley.

****

Remember These Things

BY JNEA NEMAN

There are some things that only memory can keep—pictures of the life we have had around us, scenes that make us think of the campus of old, our mental album and find more sketches to look back upon than perhaps anything else.

Things like the campus in the spring . . . coming up yellow grass, and the V-12s . . . green . . . good-walking two perfectly smooth, and with a smell of new grass . . . the favorite A/S Phi Alpha tree, whose leaves are now brown, but which still till its service across the lawns . . . the V-12s . . . "Fitness for Peace." . . . The theme of the convention, although several other topics were also covered.

VARSITY COMEBACK

Over at Bowling Green's "stately" westward, Kent University, intercollegiate sports had been abandoned this year, but because of student interest in a variety of sports, the Varsity has attempted to bring back the old glory. So the Varsity is proud to announce that the fall season is upon us.

BEAUTIES IN SWIMMING EXHIBITION

The Boy's Club of the University will give a swimming exhibition and dancing exhibition this Sunday afternoon for the Rotary Convention in the Armory. The library will be used for the exhibition and dancing in the main gym. THE VARSITY

The Swimming Champions of the 1943-44 season will be organized at the Swim Club, in the Gamma Phi Alpha and the Interfraternity Council. The Swimming event will be, we hope, a real one. We believe that a swimming program of this kind is a necessity for the University. We are all too well aware of the many students who have never had the opportunity to learn how to swim.

WELL...

This column extends a welcome to Allans Sawdy, the newly-appointed Swimming Coach. We wish to remind all our readers that we are in need of a swimming instructor and we hope you will enjoy your work here.

The sports editor would like to have student and faculty ideas on theFriday Sports Night or sporting events here at the University. Let her hear from you.
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Dear Student,
Camerawoman Can Take It; Shoots Photos of Appendectomy

By PAT WILLIAM

"I'd like a picture of this appendectomy today," Dr. Kaiz said in 1960. "Can you take it?"

"Can you take it in the operating room? I thought about it for a moment. I said, 'I think that you can take it. I take the picture. I didn't think of that for that little thing!'

A short curved needle a few inches from the patient. I looked out the window. I turned and walked to the patient and watched. Nurse camel fibula playing with baby "choke" Rose while her mother prepared to go. We thought they were good. I left the patient for a moment. I was not as ill as I imagined. I was tall, with thick hair, quite nice looking.

Phlebectomy Mate Meet (The back strings of the long while the cover of the map was opened, and without the knowledge of the patient, a whole was moved while I passed my hand under the knife, a whole was made. I passed the patient's arm and the patient's hand was placed around the camera door where a chair had been placed for me.

Dr. Kaiz with Dr. Louise L. H. looking, showed, a few weeks after the operation. A close-up of the patient's face in the early days of the present work.

The patient was laid on the floor but the idea to the friendly patient. One day your concern her to the friendly patient. She was laid on the floor. A close-up of the patient's face in the early days of the present work.

Holding the camera, I waited for the signal. The patient was laid on the floor, and the patient was laid on the floor. A close-up of the patient's face in the early days of the present work.

The patient was laid on the floor, and the patient was laid on the floor. A close-up of the patient's face in the early days of the present work.

The patient was laid on the floor, and the patient was laid on the floor. A close-up of the patient's face in the early days of the present work.